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All the girls around the world, come on Shake, shake -
shake your body, c'mon, c'mon, c'mon, c'mon
Wigle, wigle - ahaha, so want you
Shake, shake - shake your body, c'mon, c'mon, c'mon,
c'mon
Wigle, wigle - ahaha
Come on, shake it
Shake, shake, shake, shake, shake, shake, shake -
come on, skake it
Shake, shake, shake, shake, shake - come on, shake it
Girls around the world there goes something up in the
midday
Turn beat up the clock, do you feel the funk, do you
feel the groove, ha, ha
Do you feel it, do you need it, es gibt kein zurÃ¼ck,
c'mon beat it
Hey D.J., mach' es ihnen klar, this groove is faced out
far
say L.A. - Girls,
Tokio - Girls,
New York - Girls
All the girls around the world, say
Berlin - Girls,
Afircan - Girls,

Turner - Girls
All the girls around the world, come on
Shake, shake ... Party time, Pa-pa-pa-party time (2
times)
Hey pump it up, pump it up, es ist lÃ¤ngst zu spÃ¤t
fÃ¼r eure Gegenwehr
This sound is a new style, killing you while you do it
ganz und gar, let's go
Everybody, everybody, shake, shake, shake your body
D.J., mach' es ihnen klar, it's a brand-new fever
say L.A. - Girls ...
Shake, shake ... Party, party time ...
I wanna shake it, I wanna shake it, I wanna shake it,
wigle, wigle, shake it (4 times)

Party - all the girls around the world (4 times)
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Shake, shake ... I wanna shake it, ...
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